Gap Filling Vocabulary Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. I water the plants on ......................... days.
   - alternate
   - alternative

2. He ................ off during the class.
   - dosed
   - dozed

3. Charles Dickens is my ......................... writer.
   - favorite
   - favorable
4. The show had ended .................. I reached the theatre.

before
after

5. You should learn to ....................... to your surroundings.

adapt
adopt

6. He ....................... a straight course.

adapted
adopted
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7. It must be known to everyone that we stand for

- piece
- peace

8. The habit of wasteful spending is called

- frugality
- prodigality


- procured
- occurred
10. They were ....................... rivals.

bitter
better

11. ......................... some teachers, the headmaster attended the function.

Besides
Beside

12. The guests were given a ....................... reception.

grand
grant
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Answers

1. I water the plants on alternate days.

2. He dozed off during the class.

3. Charles Dickens is my favorite writer.

4. The show had ended before I reached the theatre.

5. You should learn to adapt to your surroundings.

6. He adopted a straight course.

7. It must be known to everyone that we stand for peace.

8. The habit of wasteful spending is called prodigality.


10. They were bitter rivals.

11. Besides some teachers, the headmaster attended the function.

12. The guests were given a grand reception.